Abstract. We prove that, at low temperature, the line of separation between the two pure phases shows large fluctuations in shape. This implies the translation invariance of the correlation functions associated with some non translation invariant boundary conditions and should be a peculiarity of the dimensionality of the model.
The Line of Separation
It has recently been conjectured that the surface of separation between two pure phases is, at low temperature and for short range potential models, rigid in the case of a 3-dimensional model and non rigid in 2-dimensional models [1, 2] .
In this paper we prove the truth of the conjecture in the 2-dimensional Ising model.
The precise meaning of what "surface of separation" and "rigid" mean will be given below and has already been discussed in the literature [3] .
Let Ω be a N x N square lattice centered at the origin: let i -1, 2,..., N 2 be a label for the center of each unit square composing Ω. We assume that on each site i e Ω is located a spin σ { -± 1 and that the energy of a spin configuration ρ = (σ γ ,..., σ N2 ) is given by: The physical meaning of (1.1) is that H N (σ) corresponds to the energy of a configuration of spins interacting through a nearest neighbour pair potential and, also, interacting with a set of external fixed spins adjacent * This work has been partially supported by the Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche (Gruppo Nazionale per ΓAnalisi Funzionale): CNR(GNAFA). to dΩ from the outside: the spins adjacent to d + Ω being +1 and the ones adjacent to d~ Ω being -1.
A picture of this situation is given in Fig. 1 where the boundary condition is illustrated together with a possible spin configuration (in the picture Ω is a 12 x 12 box).
As usual it will be much more convenient to describe a spin configuration through the lines of separation between regions containing opposite spins. To do so we draw a line on the lattice bonds which separate opposite spins: the set of lines thus obtained splits into several connected components and, at each vertex of the lattice will end 0, 2,4 lines with the important exception of the vertices A, B (see Fig. 1 ) where 1 or 3 lines will end.
For an example of such a construction see Fig. 2 where the lines corresponding to the spin configuration of Fig. 1 are drawn.
---0-- We shall consistently call y 1 ,..., y n the connected components of the set of lines corresponding to a given spin configuration and which do not contain the points A, B; we shall call λ the component containing A, B (it is easily realized that the component containing A must also contain B).
It is clear that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the "contour configurations" and the spin configurations: a contour configuration being a set y 1? ...,y n9 λ of (n-h 1) disjoint sets of lines in Ω such that n of them (y 1 ,..., y n ) are "closed" (i.e. every vertex x e y { belongs to two or four lines of y) and the other λ is "open" with end points A and B (i.e. every vertex xeλ belongs to two or four lines unless x = A or x = B).
It is very important to notice that, if |)λ|, \λ\ denote the "lengths" of y i5 λ, then the energy of a spin configuration σ = {y λ ,..., y n , λ) is given by (see (1.1)):
H N (σ) = C N 4-μ|+_Σ | 7i | (1.2) where C N is a suitable constant (i.e. a σ-independent object). The grand canonical ensemble corresponds to assigning the configuration σ = (y 1 , ..., y n , λ) the probability:
where the normalization factor Z(Ώ, β) (gran canonical partition function) is: X
Σ (1.4)
At low temperature the system "exhibits long range correlations" corresponding to the fact that there are two possible equilibrium states [4] . The fact that the spins on the upper half of the boundary are fixed to +1 will favor the formation of the pure phase with positve magnetization in the upper half of Ω while, for the same reasons, the negatively magnetized phase will be favoured in the lower half of Ω.
These intuitive ideas are put in a precise form by the following theorem: [5, 9] Theorem (Minlos-Sinai where κ(/?)->0 exponentially fast.
The contour λ will be called the "line of separation" between the two phases: this line is almost straight, because of i), with very large probability.
In the next two sections we introduce a more precise notion of "straight line" and discuss other known results which will be the basis for our investigation of "how straight" λ is.
When a Random Line is Straight
Denote Ω\ and Ω h λ the regions above and below λ and put:
where the sum runs over the spin configurations above or below λ (if i = a or b) described by contours y l5 ..., y n with no points in common with λ. In terms of (2.1) one can write the probability p N (A) that the separation line of a spin configuration coincides with λ as (see (1.3)):
We shall say that the phase separation line λ is "rigid" or "straight" if the probability, after (2.2), that λ passes through a fixed point x does not tend to zero as N-•GO for some x; in the opposite case we shall say that the line λ is "loose" or "non rigid"
We stress that in the above definition of rigidity, the point x is held fixed as N-+oo and, therefore, x is at a fixed distance from the center OofΩ.
We shall prove that, in the model under discussion, the line λ is loose at low temperature, therefore λ will pass "very far" from any fixed region Q with a probability tending to 1 as N-»co. In other words we shall prove that there is a function D(N), D(N) N _>-> oo, such that the probability that the distance d(λ, Q) exceeds D(N) tends to 1 as N-•oo. The best choice for D(N) will roughly be proportional to j/N.
It is clear that the techniques used in Ref. [4] combined with such a result will imply that the correlation functions <σ Xi ,..., σ Xn } Ω will have a limit as N-> oo, at fixed x 1 ,..., x n , and lim<σ Xi ,...,σ Xn > Ω = i«σ Xi ,...,σ Xn > + +<σ Xi ,...,σ Xn >-) (2.3) N ~* oo where < > + ,< >~ denote the correlation functions of the two pure phases [4] .
Hence the correlation functions associated with the (non translationally invariant) hamiltonian (1.1) will be translationally invariant and, we observe, this phenomenon is quite remarkable since it is not expected to happen in 3-dimensions.
The technique we use can be easily understood from a physical point of view: we picture λ as a sequence of "jumps" each of which is interpreted as a particle of a multicomponent one dimensional lattice gas. Thus a line λ will be regarded as a gas configuration. We show that the gas in question is almost perfect and reduce the problem of the rigidity to the investigation of the fluctuations of an almost perfect gas. We prove, for the needed fluctuations, a "local central limit theorem" following Gnedenko's ideas (with appropriate modifications) [11] and the results, properly reinterpreted, will mean that λ is not rigid.
A more clear and precise idea of the above scheme can be gotten by reading the next two sections.
Our proof of the local central limit theorem can be transformed into a proof of the local central limit theorem for Markov processes which seems to be quite different from Kolmogorov's proof [12] : it is weaker because it seems to need more conditions on the process but seems to apply to more general situations. This remark will be clear to the reader familiar with Gnedenko's and Kolmogorov's theorems and with Spitzer's work on the isomorphism between certain Markov processes and classical lattice gases [13] . We shall pursue this point in a subsequent paper.
Technicalities
To proceed we need a more handable form for (2.2). Let Jf be the family of all sets Γ = (y ί ,..., y n ) of closed (in the sense of § 1) lines lying on the infinite square lattice and such that the set {7i}u{y 2 }u ••• u{y n } i s connected. Notice that we are not only considering sets Γ of overlapping contours but we even allow identical contours to be part of the same Γ sJί. The above theorem is proven with a slightly different notation in Ref. [9] appendix A: the few necessary changes in the notations are discussed in Appendix 1 of this paper. 
Ttλ ΓcI N (i.e. the same as (3.9)). It is easy to prove from part i) of the Theorem 1 and (3.3), (3.4) , that the line λ is loose in U(N) if and only if it is loose in H 0 (N). The simple proof of this fact can be found in Appendix 2.
From now on we concentrate in proving that λ is losse in ίί o (N).
Geometric Description of λ e U (N)
This section is devoted to a detailed but purely geometrical description of the elements Aeίί(N): all the concepts introduced become very clear if one checks, as they are introduced, what they mean for the particular line of Fig. 3 . A vertical line will be identified with the point q e [A, B] through which it passes.
A vertical line will have in common with λ at least one point (in fact it will, in general, have in common with λ several isolated points plus several disjoint segments).
Let q ί ,..., q t be the vertical lines which have in common with λ more than one point; group q 1? ...,q t into clusters ξ 1 , ξ 2 ,..., ζ s '. a cluster consists of a set of adjacent lines which intersect λ in more than one point and such that any other vertical line drawn between the two extreme lines of a cluster and not lying on the lattice will intersect λ in more than one point (notice that such vertical lines intersect λ in an odd number of points). In Fig. 3 we have drawn the the extreme lines of each cluster.
A cluster ξ consists of a set of (k + 1) consecutive points (q o ,q o +l,...,q o + k)k^0.
We denote 6f ξ the "shape" of the part of λ above a cluster ξ. Clearly the set of clusters ξ ί9 ...,ξ s together with the associated shapes 5^, ...,5^s completely determine λ. Viceversa we can give arbitrarily a set of disjoint clusters ξ ι ,...,ξ s and of associated shapes £f ξ ,..., e $^s and uniquely construct a. line Λ,eU(N). This representation for λ is due to van Beyeren [14] .
It is important, in order to get a clear intuitive picture of λ, to remark that a line λ can be interpreted as a configuration of a multicomponent lattice gas: the particles of the lattice are as many as the shapes above the clusters; there is a hard core which forbids the overlapping of the clusters.
Clearly there is a one-to-one correspondence between the lattice gas configurations compatible with the hard cores and the lines λ e U(N).
To each "shape" ^ (or "particle" in the lattice gas language) we associate several "form parameters" and other related notions:
1) The "first" and the "last" point of 6f ξ : these points are marked in Fig. 3 and their definition in the general case is easy to infer from this particular case.
2) The "jump", denoted δ^ξ, which is the difference in height between the first and the last point of a cluster ^ : = 0, ±1, ±2,....
3) The "basis length" \ξ\ of ξ is defined as \ξ\ = k if 4) The "vertical length" at qeξ (denoted by V q (5^)) which is the length of the intersection between λ and a vertical line qεξ. Remark that if ξ = q 0 then \δ£f ξ \ = V qo (^).
5) The "horizontal length" at q e ξ (denoted by h q (5^)) which is one unit less than the number of intersections of <9^ with any vertical line between q and q -f-1 if q = q 0 + i i = 0, 1,..., k -1. For q = q 0 + k we put 6) The "total vertical length" V(ί^) defined as 7) The "total horizontal length" h(5^) defined as ( 4 2 ) 8) The "excess length" |5^| q at q:
9) The "excess length":
10) The distance of q e ξ from the extremes of ξ Clearly if λ = (ξ u ..., ξ n ,Sf ξl ,..., -^J we have:
In the next section we push further the analogy with the multicomponent gas and show that the problem of studying the probability distributions of λ in U(N) is equivalent to the problem of studying the equilibrium state of the multicomponent lattice gas at certain component activities and under the influence of suitable (many body) potentials.
Shape Potentials
Let X = (£ 1? ..., ξ n ) be a set of disjoint clusters and denote i^n As already mentioned we can interpret 5^x as a configuration of a multicomponent gas. We denote \Sf χ \ = ]Γ |5^. . 
We wish to think U(^x) as a sum of many body contributions as:
TCX this is certainly possible and, as a matter of fact, the potentials are given by the (rather useless) formula: 
where d(ξ 0 , ξ λ ) = distance of ξ from ξ 0 .
The above Lemma 1 is proven in Appendix 3 and is, if course, a basic ingredient to our proof. In fact let us first remark that, because of (3.10), (4.5), (5.1), (5.2), we can interpret the set of lines λe U(N) as a multicomponent lattice gas in which a component <¥' ξ has an activity Z y ξ = Qxp-β\y ξ \ and in which the interaction between the elements of the gas is described by hard cores and the shape potential: in fact the weight (3.10) is proportional to
Lemma 1 tells us that the potentials Φ(^τ) are small at low temperature (see (5.5)) and have short range (see (5.6) ). Furthermore at low temperature the activities of the components become very small. Hence we can hope that the gas of shapes is almost perfect at low temperature and we shall relate this fact to the non rigidity of λ in U 0 (N).
We devote the next two sections to make more precise the statement that the gas of shapes is almost perfect: we shall manage to do so with the help of the generalized Kirkwood-Saltzburg equations and the associated cluster expansions (see Ref. [7] ).
The Gas of Shape Particles is Almost Perfect
We define, as usual (see Ref. [7] ), if X = (ξ l9 ..., ξ n ) and ξ λ < ξ 2 < < ξ n (in the sense that the clusters are numbered from left to right) The correlation functions (6.5) verify (as in [7] ) the generalized Kirkwood-Salsburg equations: let ^eX then, if X
(1) = (ξ 2 ,..., ξ n ) we have:
where all the sums run over sets of clusters in [A, B] and where Pn ξ ί φ 0 means that either all the clusters in P have intersection with ξ x or P = 0. N(P) = number of clusters in P. We now show that the Neuman series for the inhomogeneous Eq. (6.6) (remember that ρ N (0) = 1) converges for large jS's.
Let <% be the space of the functions f(^x) defined for Xφ0 and without overlapping clusters and such that X, 9 X we regard 8$ as a Banach space with the norm (6.7).
Define the operator ft : 3& ->• <% Taking into account the definitions (6.8), (6.9), (6.10) and the Eq. (6.6) and the fact that ρ N (0) = l we realize that (6.6) can be written as an equation on 0i\
It remains to show that ft is small: in fact we shall prove that ||ft|| <;k(/J)<l (the ||ft|| is the norm of the operator ft in the space St) and k(/?)-»0 exponentially fast as β-+oo. In fact, using (6.9)
A straightforward but very long calculation allows us to estimate the curly bracket in (6.12) and the result is:
S ||f|| k(jϊ) (6.13) where k(β) -> 0 as /} -^ oo exponentially fast. The details of the computation leading to (6.13) are in Appendix 4. Formula (6.13) implies || ft || ^ k(j8)<l for β large (6.14)
hence the Neuman series for (6.11) converges. The reader familiar with the Mayer expansion and the proof of its convergence ( [10] , p. 83) will immediately understand why the result (6.14) can be called a proof of the fact that the gas of shapes is almost perfect.
Unfortunately (6.14) is not quite enough for our purposes and we have to use some more detailed results about the Mayer expansions. The next section provides the additional results we need.
Cluster Expansions for the Shape-Particles Gas
The "clusters" in the title of this section do not have any relation with the clusters ξ associated with the shape particles. There should be no confusion between these two concepts.
Consider the space g of the symmetric functions defined on the finite ordered sets of configurations of shape-particles obtained by allowing also the configurations not verifying the hard core condition [15].
If φ e g then φ associates to every ordered set £f χ of shape particles, where X = (ξ 1 ,..., ξ n ), a number φ(ff x \ We underline the fact that is a set of shape particles, located in ξ x ,..., ξ w not necessarily obeying the hard core condition (we also allow the possibility that ξ { = ξj for some iΦj and 5^ = ^).
If and we shall assume that |φ| n < -f oo for all n ^ 1. It is interesting to introduce some operations on the functions of S [10] .
If φ 1 E g, φ 2 E g we define the convolution φ x φ 2 E g aŝ
here X is a general set of clusters (in the sense of Sec. 4) and is determined by the set of different clusters in X and by their multiplicities the £ ; XiuX 2 = r X is to be regarded as the sum over the ordered couples X 1? X 2 which decompose X into two sets of ordered clusters (the couples (0, X) and (X, 0) are allowed). Let us now define the exponential of a function φ E^0 where
where φ n is the n th power of φ in the convolution product (7.2) and we have put φ°(^x) = 1 (f/ x ) with and ξ-,nξj = θ i+j otherwise
Since from (5. 
Σ y y ικ (^ y' nX = 0 PnT=0
PuT as we easily see after a calculation identical to the one leading to the estimate of the curly bracket in (6.12). Formula (7.21) says that 
If jβ has been chosen large enough. A simple consequence of (7.24) is that, for β 0 large:
as it follows by combining (7.24) with the observation that the number of shapes £f ξ with a given \<7 ξ \ does not exceed 3 2 '^'. We shall be interested in choosing the arbitrary function λ(£f ξ ) in (7.16) of the form δ&> ξ is defined in Sec. 4): 
Characteristic Functions for the End and Middle Point Displacement
Consider the characteristic function for the random variable X δ^ξ defined for every line λ e U(N), λ = & x : We now look for estimates of the sums in (8.2). The l.h.s. of (8.2) is periodic with period 2π, hence it is enough to consider it for -π rg t ^ π. We divide the interval |t| gπ in three regions:
ii) N*-*^| iii) εN'*^|t|^π, and we estimate the sum in (8.2) in these three regions. The constant ε is a numerical constant that will be chosen later. Clearly the estimate (8.6) is going to be good only in the region iii) and for large β.
To obtain estimates of use in i), ii) we proceed as follows.
Expand (e lt(5t^x -1) to third order using the Schόmilch formula for the fourth order rest: we get the existence of this limit follows from the fact that the functions φ τ {^x) are essentially translationally invariant. We have not dealt with this point and we shall not do so but we leave it as an exercise to the reader. We observe, however, that by taking into account separately the "unit jump" contribution one finds that the sum Σ(N) on the r.h.s. of (8 .8) It is now easy to compute (see also [11] ) an expression for the probability P N (k) that, in U(N), the line λ e U(N) ends in the point B' at height k= Since P N (0, h)/P N (0) is the probability in U 0 (N) that the last cluster before O has the last point at height h formula (8.17) tells us that the probability that the height h of this point is such that |h| ^ h(N) tends to 1 as N->oo in U 0 (N).
We now show that the probability, in U(N), that λ contains a shape £f ξ such that | <9ξ| > C logN tends to zero faster than / -if C is suitably chosen. This fact will imply that (see (8.14)) not only in U(N) but also in U 0 (N) the probability that in λ there is a ^ such that |5^|>ClogN tends to zero as N->oo. Therefore since the height of the last point of the last cluster such that ξ c [A, O] does not exceed h(N) with probability, in U 0 (N), tending to 1 as N-->oo we can deduce that the line λ passes above O at an height h(N) -C logN with a probability tending to 1 as N-»oo.
It is obvious that, once it will have been proven that with probability tending 1 as N->oo no shape in λ is such that |5^|>ClogN, a simple modification of the above argument will allow to prove that in H 0 (N) the probability that the distance of O from λ is larger than N^~ε tends to 1 as N-•oo at fixed ε > 0.
Therefore we are left with the proof that if = (^,...,^^...^) then |<^|<ClogN with a probability tending to 1 as N-•» GO . Call P(N, C) this probability: using (6.11), (6.7) and the estimate for the number of shapes above ξ and with given |5^| used in (8.5):
l-9e 4 11-e 9 hence if C = -and β is large:
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Appendix 1
The basic setting of Ref. [9] is very similar to the one of this paper. Here, for esthetic reasons, we have preferred a different definition of the contours associated with a spin configuration.
What we essentially need are the results of Appendix A of Ref. [9] and to obtain them one has to proceed, word by word, exactly through the same calculations and steps with the understanding that the new definitions of contours (and, therefore, of overlapping contours) are to be taken into account to modify in the obvious way the interpretation of the notation. Furthermore (A.26) of Ref. [9] , duly reinterpreted, can be applied to write (in this paper we call Γ what was X in Ref. [9] ):
hence, by taking the product of (Z.I) and (Z.2) and by comparing the result with (Z.3) we find (3.4). The last statement of Theorem 2 does not appear in Ref. [9] and we provide here its simple proof.
Observe, from (A.20) of Ref. [9] , that
where φ Ύ is ^-independent. From Let X be a set of distinct points on the square lattice and let X = (x 1 ,..., x n ); denoting Γ 3 X the fact that the points of X are vertices of contours in Γ we find Φ O (X)= Σ \ψ τ (n\= Σ
ΓaX
Let R o be an arbitrary large integer, fixed once for all (say R o = 100), thenif
and this formula holds for 1 ^ R ^ R o and β large enough. Taking R = 1 and R = R o (Z.7) prove statement 7 in Theorem 2.
Appendix 2
The ensemble H 0 (N), as a set of configurations in U(N), has a probability in U(N) approaching 1 as N->oo (see i) Theorem 1).
Hence λ is loose in U(N) if and only if it is loose in U O (N). For large β the distance of λ e U 0 (N) from the upper and lower bases of Ω will be longer than N/2 hence, regarding λ as an element of U 0 (N), the weights i^o(λ) and iΓ 0 {λ) are such that and, using (3. 
Appendix 3. Theory of the Shape Potentials
Consider a configuration S^? x = {ξ 1 ,..., ξ s , ^l 5 ...,5^ ) (see Fig. 3 for reference).
We divide the sets of contours Γ e9l and lying in I N and intersecting λ in three classes: to the first class belong the Γ's which have in common with λ some points and which have a projection on the segment 
where the * reminds us that Γ CI N . We recognize 11(5^) in the sum of the last three addends of (Z.14).
We now show that each of the last three sums in (Z.14) is of the form X Φ (i) (^τ), where i = 1, 2, 3 is an index that labels the last three sums in We have for some C 2 > 0, using (3.7) and \y ξ \ ^ {\ξ\ + 1):
where δ(X) = distance between the first and the last cluster in X. Hence if T is a set of non overlapping clusters:
Consider next X φ Ύ {Γ). Suppose λ = 6f χ (in the following we
sometimes write λ = (X, 6f χ )) fixed; introduce the following symbols: a) (5^): this symbol means sum of φ Ί {Γ) over the Γ's which intersect all the shapes of the line λ' = (P, ^P).
The next symbols will be defined when the clusters of Q are between the extreme clusters of P.
b) (^pIQ): this symbol means sum of the φ τ (Γ)'s over the Γ's which do intersect all the shapes with base P of the line λ" = (PuQ, «9^u Q ) but do not intersect all the shapes ^P in the case we considered only the line c) {Sf γ || Q): this symbol means sum of the φ Ί {Γ'\ over the Γ's which would intersect all the shapes of (P, y p ) but do not do so if the shapes 5^P are considered part of a line λ"' = (^P U Q, PUQ In general, as it can be seen by induction, if ξ < X < ξ' X = (ξ 2 ,..., ξ n -1) we find:
it is clear from (3.7) that (δ(ξ 9 ξ') is defined in (Z.17) or (5.6)): case just treated works and, actually, one could find for this term much better estimates (see sketch in Appendix 6). Formula (5.6) follows from (Z.30), (Z.17) and the analogous result for the contribution from C 3 (λ) .
if all the sets P 1 ,P 2 ,...,P n are different and PjnX = 0. Therefore the curly bracket in (6.12) is such that (using e a -1 ^ ae a for a ^ 0): where the * reminds us that P x ,..., P n , P are made with clusters taken out of a configuration of non overlapping clusters (see (6.4) , (6.6) since the sum over the shapes considered is ^ 1 for β large. Let P l5 ..., P n be an element of the sum in (Z.38) and call <5 l9 ...,<5 k the different first clusters of P x ,..., P n . Since P x , P 2 ,..., P n are subclusters of a set of non overlapping clusters, we have that δ^δ^ = 0 i φ j. Suppose δ t <δ 2 we get (since the sum over these shapes is ^ 1 for large β):
(r.h.s.) (Z.39)^\e where the * remembers us that the clusters of Y 2 can be assumed to be non overlapping (see (7.14) ). here the sum over T or P is over the subset of Y or Y\T regarded as consisting of different elements.
Appendix 6
Let λ E U(N), λ = 5? x and X = (ξ x ,..., ξ n ). Notice that no |5^| appears in (Z.50) (as a priori forseeable) and this is why we say in Appendix 3, that Σ gi γes much stronger results. One could have avoided the |5^| also in |Φ (1) (^X)| with little extra effort but, of course, this factor cannot be eliminated from \Φ
